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A Conversation And Thought
 
When sunshine not appears and bright the world
Little eagle feel empty…
She try to helps little birds as his task
So she feel much better
But still she has an empty feelings
She try to find any signs of him
Still she couldn’t find it
She put the leafs one by one
So she could notice
When her sunshine appears again
So she could share many laughs of the day
And she could feel his warm on her wings
She think maybe her sunshine lazy
To warm her wings and other wings as well
Boom…. Stupid little eagle! !
I only take a rest for a while, ”said sunshine
I always warm your wings eternally…
So… avoid that stupid thought from your little head
Be happy and sing a songs for other birds around
While I am not around…
So they could feel and join your happiness
In every moment…
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A Matter Of Heart
 
If there was no boundaries in between
on this earth, but people can get along well in peaceful and harmony
people respect each other and can live side by side
no matter their skin color, their body shape, their religion,
their curly and straight color, their various habits, their languages
but they could have makes great unity among people around
there would be so great, awesome, wonderful and amazing.
But it always a matter of heart...
which always broken, crack and tear apart...
makes hurts even death in everyone who couldn't resist
Forgive are the most Must we have to do to deal with
and always think lots of time when we would like to say
which everyone think it is not hurt but probably others think the opposite
Enjoy Life and Forgiveness inside always is a cool weapon
to attack hurts inside and always smile to others who hurts us
none will hate us and they will love us as human being
that will help us easier to facing our life to the end of time
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A Spirits Facing Life
 
u could sad in a while just a while.. but don't come to sorrow
u could cry a while only makes ur eyes clean by ur tears
but just like that..  don't let them makes u ugly
every people deserve to be sad in a while
but.. life goes on and you have to walk again facing life
struggle again and thankful for life given to you
after that we could see our life much brighter and much happier
remember i always here beside u and always support u till the end
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Again Déjà Vu?
 
I saw a twister again
Only this time it’s so close so near
Pass beside me but not hurt me
Or crowded people nearby me
All I know that I told them
Don’t be panic coz it will not hurt u
It’s only passed.
But my heart beat so fast
Who am I could tell them about it
What if my talked was wrong
And the crowded including me
Playing by twister? ?
Surprisingly combined with frightening and
Amazing seen that twister collapse
All things in front of it
I only shocked seen what’s left after that
And the scenery bright and smile
Turn back to normal again
Damn…. I was late to go to the office
The dream so real…
Wish not like déjà vu like the old day
Coz I am not ready to face it
If they are appears in real
I wish and hope in my heart…
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An Advice From My Sunshine When Saturation Comes
 
Everyday is a different day
u just don't try to see it
and u see everything the same
Nothing is the same
Focus on the tiny things of life
Hear a bird singing and enjoy its song
Take a walk and watch how people behave
how they move and what they do
the colors of the buildings
observe every little detail that is different
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An Effort For Sunshine
 
We live for our dream
If we could grab the dream
And made into reality then
We could made other dream
Which new and try to grab it
Again n again n again...
If we only see the dream without
Needs to make it into real
The dreams still hang in the sky
Such as Star * * *
Try to build rainbows as the bridge
To follow ur dream comes true
U could walk and rest in a while
But still never give up and
Always follow ur heart and faith...
That time will comes when u belief...
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An Ego
 
When love has vanish
And turn into hates
The fruits of love suffer
But who cares
When two human kind
Put their ego…
And blind for what they
Think are right
Deaf for what they belief
Silent for those spoken
Only dash of hopes
From those children
That those human kind
Could becomes wiser
And return to their nest
For future brightness
If they still belief…
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An Expressions
 
My body is not the one that you could place your punch to be hit
My heart is not made from stone that you could hurt me
My wish is not the way that could pleased your wants
Our children are not the the shooting area of your target emotion
Where is the man that I’ve ever found long time ago
Where is the pleasant and gentleman that I found at first
How come u drawn by your illusion passion
And let all good memories flew till finish
Makes our home becomes hell
Why you never listen to your heart and use ur brain
None are perfect so do u nor i
Don’t blame to me what you think its only for ur own right sake
Come again from the darkness coz I still waiting for u
and we could start a new bright beginning
unless u don’t want to escape from the doom
then there will be no way out
and promise only promise…
our love will tear apart for good...
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An Unfair Comparison
 
seems nothin good left behind for years
we've been together drawing the happiness
in our marriage times
u keep all the blame till u could blow out
and make it as time bomb
everything are false
everything are wrong
everything are sucks
there's nothing right, correct, clear
in this whole situation
things that hurts me most
that u make unfair comparison
between me and that woman
she probably has good casing
she probably twice younger than me
dont u ever think that human always made mistakes
dont u ever seen yourself in mirror
that u r not God who could judge me like this
and pretend that u r the right ones
u r not an angel nor i
if u think nothin will help our relationship
to become bright again
if what u said that 'It's to Late for everything
i pray that u choose your own happiness
and be happy for ur choice
i wont ask no more
seems u becomes rock and couldnt shake
by me or the children no more
salute....
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As Tiny Blossom In The Great Of Savanah? ?
 
Why I always want to drag your attention
And think that if I didn't drag your attention
I will be drawn among the crowded
And little by little vanish
And you will not recognize me no more.
Why always have doubt...
Even now not to extreme as before...
I really don't know...
Maybe I have too much worry in mine
That I would be alone..,
And none will cares of me in the end...
Or maybe that's my faith
As tiny blossom in the great of savannah? ?
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Can I Choose My Way Please?
 
If u are tired of me
What about me who deal with?
If none cares of me
I will easily walk away in peace
If none loves me
I don’t need to swallow tons of drugs
Put needles all over my body
three times a week for some months
or year? Coz it’s unpredictable
and only a promising land
All I need is await till the time comes
None suffer, none hurts, none missing me
I will fly like a little bird in the sky
Freely and happily
Coz I am no burden for none
Coz I choose my own way
Rest peacefully
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Confusion
 
Little bird miss her sunshine
She feel lost contact of his shining
She might think she is his huge problems
With all her unbelievable requests
Which he sometimes can't resists.
Now little bird feel confuse
and ask what a suitable for her sunshine needs
so he could bright the world again and continue working
without feel ignoring by her
Little bird think it is the time to obey her sunshine request
even the worse part for her sunshine happiness.
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Deja Vu
 
i saw the smile in your face when i came to the airport
it's really you... you are exist... you are my best friend
we walked through the city from morning till night time
saw the marbles scenery of your home town buildings
creatures and sculptures in the ancient time
we walked by foot to the peak of the hill
the hill which came into my dreams
and it comes into real like deja vu
piece by pieces comes into one puzzle
My Sun... my dream become reality
when we came into the peak of the hill
how did it happens which quite similar
like in my dreams... i have no idea at all
i just the person who wants my puzzle
becomes one and it was.. such as miracles
thank you to escort me for my dream
i will keep this precious moments in my heart always...
now i have to go home and meet my real life again
and continuing my life...
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Desolation
 
Little bird flies in the sky
She wants to see her Sun again
But her Sun never appears
His messages now are seldom send by the wind
Perhaps her Sun tries to evolves again
Little bird tries to cheer up her mind
But this time little bird lost track
Little bird tries to understand but the more she tries
The more she lost…
Now little bird feel empty inside
Return to her nest and brought many puzzles
Which she doesn’t know where to start
She felt lost …
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Evening My Moon
 
evening my moon, today my tears drops
while you thank me for accompany you
all these years in sad and happy times
you told me that youre not good enough for me
no Moon, as a Star i feel that you are
the most precious Moon
i ever had with all your imperfectly  
and i will accompany you until the end
thats my promise.
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Evening My Moon 080107
 
hi my dearly moon
i've been watching u lately
u have huge promise to be done
u n ur great dreams which so enchanted
a bit tears in my eyes...
seeing u always wants to fascinated me
always wants to pleased me
always wants to take care of me
always wants put me into high place
always wants me sparkle in fully bright
cause u dont want to see me suffer
cause u dont want to see me unhappy
cause u always wants me comfort
n surrounding by  trusted cloudy
oh... my moon..
am i so worthed with all those? ?
am i so precious in ur heart? ?
my promise only...
that i will always besides u
following u shine d earth
until d end of time...
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Evening My Moon 2009
 
Evening my Moon
Lately you feel weak i notice
Even you try to avoid it from my look
You seem feel guilt
coz your promise not fulfill yet
even i never asked it
coz it's only your feeling
i know coz u wants to makes me happy
with huge of your Love
Moon... i need a bit your time
i don't want those much
the importance is that you still
at my side and always covering me
with your warm blanket
and gathering we circling the sky
nite by nite...
that's my huge needs...
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Forgive Me
 
sometimes i forget that
i could breath because of u
i could see the whole world because of u
i could eat because of u
i could walk because of u
and all the things that i've done because of u
n u never ask for pay
u only ask me to pray n discuss with u
so i could always remember u
wherever i am
and thankful of what i have
and mercy if i do wrong
and happy for what i have
forgive me God
and Thank You for All
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God Gives Second Chances To Me
 
When I give my test results
I cant believe whats my Doctor said
He told me Thank God the results are positive
He couldn’t believe the result also
Its not Malignant but Benignant
But maybe God gives me second chances
To changes my World Report much better
So one day when I need to be taken
The results are quite good
Suma Cum Laude perhaps ha ha
Anyway.. I still need to be friendly to the pills
Continuously without delay
Taken them day by day to kill those disease
And vanish it once and for all
I really thankful to the people around
Who always loving and cares to me
Wish the best to you all
My Family, my friends, my relatives, my doctor
Especially my Hubby and  my Boo
And The most are God
Thank you for given me second chances
To fix my report much much better
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Good Evening My Moon
 
Evening my Moon
We have always together shined the earth
Pour them with our light softly and gently
Seein many awesome babies and kids
Sleeping on their tiny beds
With their innocence cuty smiles on their lips
From outside the windows
What tremendous scenery on earth
Which we passed it thru our journey
But I still have you my Moon
Loving, caring and shown the best path
For almost all my life
Thank you.
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Good Evening My Sunshine
 
Evening my Sunshine
I think its time for your to rest and sleep
Thank you for your valuable time
Accompany me while Moons left
Now I have to accompany my Moon
Doing his tasks shining the earth softly and gently
His light is not as bright as yours I noticed
But it is enough for me
Together we pour softly light to the earth 
And let everybody on earth sleep tight
And bring them serenity and joyful
But i guess there will be a time
that i should say good nite and
good bye
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Heart In Loneliness
 
i have to admit that my biggest fears in life is to face this life alone
watching people that i love, dearly and cares gone one by one
that circle of my friends are becomes moves far away
make a distance and gone
and all i do just seen with tears in my eyes but no beg
just pray them to have the best for their own
but i couldn't stand alone in this world
without someone that i love, someone that i dearly
gone first before me
i will feel very empty inside
life become tasteless and have no meaning anymore
the flame of spirits ended
even you ever said don't burden them
don't hold them and i am doing that
but those kind things makes thousand candles in my heart
dying one by one till finish
and comes to my time to end my life peacefully
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Hi My Moon 080107
 
evening my moon...
u n ur shiny things...which makes me comfort
u wants to see me in a good shape...always
u wants to see me in bowl of happines... always
u wants to see me secure... always
nearby me n covering me... always
makes me secure... that's u always
with peaceful fur blanket
i saw panic in ur face
while u see me unhealth
n provide me d best serve
so i could be health... always
sometimes i see it over reacted
but thats typically u...
uhmm... because u love me most ;)
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Hi My Sunshine
 
i envy your life shinning d earth n brings bright full n cheerful d earth
i wish we could still sharing n caring each other to d earth
 
But i guess i sometimes so selfish asking u with all my needs
it just that u r so wonderful n couldn't hurt any kind of things
n couldn't say no to any kind of things.
 
Thats makes me realize that i am the one who has to understand about all your
situation and support you.
 
Thanks for your unknown reminder to me.
But i think it was over now, thank you for all your time
GOOD BYE my sunshine, and i wish to see you one day
take care
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Hi My Sunshine 091106
 
is it wrong if i always wants to c u shiny
is it wrong if i adore u with ur imperfect ones
is it wrong if i always dearly to u
is it wrong if i treat u more than...
cause for me ur special...
cause u always support me...
cause u said that i am pretty inner n outer...
cause u ever adore me much...
cause for u i always be ur Star...
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Hi My Sunshine 28.04.06
 
Hi sunshine.. its been so long not hearing ur news…
because ur taken a journey into other side of this earth 
have u still remember me? I am still ur Star..
which always waiting ur expression of laugh, kindness, nice, funny
while urs in a good shape
n also vicious, arrogant, miserable, untouchable of urs
while ur not in ur good shape.
 
Im still waiting urs shining among fully clouds in d sky
u r still a center of interest. Even there are so many clouds
n I still pick u as d best. 
Cause u always unpredictable
thats makes my life amusing while with u
u always makes me digging things which is held in ur heart
which u don’t notice or u just realize
but u don’t want to seeing unless I digging myself….? ?
 
I will miss u… one day… if ur dreams fulfill... journey to another world.
But that’s things that I must face it, even it will be sorrow
because I will feel something was ripped from mine.
Life goes on n we have to accept it whether we like it or not.
 
Before that time comes, let us enjoy n makes it like follow d river flow.
Don’t be too scare n misery…
because we have no idea yet... whats life beyond our mind.
Still blur I guess.
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Hi Sunshine 020107
 
happy new year 07 for u n ur cloudy
may u always side by side in peaceful
like me n my moon
 
this beginning of new year 2007
i have some spirits which needs to be achieve
be calm, being positive n always humble
reducing cup of complain so much n seein in other perspective
reducing glass of worry which always appears
reducing of annoying urs
uhmm.... what else...
ahh... reducing of unimportant things
so i could reach my dream which should need to fullfill this year
 
God please strength my weak spirits so
i am not only a Dreamer
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I Wish Peace Comes To Gaza
 
when i feel cold and comfort covering with my blanket
those children are cold and injured even died
when i feel comfort at my home
those children need to move and move again to avoid the bombs
when i smile and laugh here sees awesome scenery
those children looks so mash, scares on their innocent face
although they still not understand
why those happened to them in their ages
when others children could happily play in their playground
those children need to play with damaged bombs surround them
when I take a deep breath and have fresh air
those children need to feel the damage air causing by bombs and bullets
God.. please hold your hand and help them..
If men couldn’t hear no more and their heart are cold enough
You are the only one who could accept prays from all over the world
And make peace in Gaza and not make that place as never ending story
Always war and war and war…
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If I Could Be A Wind
 
I will fly and makes the air not too hot
and everyone feel happy for my coming
I could fly to the place which I couldn’t reach
And only dream in my heart
That I would come again at that place
Where the the flowers bloom
Where the hill full of trees
Where the air still fresh and nice
Where the marbles around
I could touch my Sun with my silky touch
Without knowing that I stand beside
and amuse see the Sun in the way of shine
I could blew the clouds so it could makes
Thousands shapes and makes cool scenery
For people who enjoy to see the sky
I could blew a bit to the birds who flew cross the ocean
So they will return home in their nest earliest
If…
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If I Could Be There At That Time
 
If I could be there at that time
to know your feelings
to share the hurts
listen to your pain
listen to your sadness
to hug you while you cried
to cover you from that demon
there will be no suffer for long
there will be no chaos
there will be no heart crack
there will be no huge pain inside
there will be no sin
but I guess it’s about faith
and your life's journey
which already written
and you were blind
by the demon spell
till you realized
that it is only you…
and only you…
who could react, wriggle
and release your heart
from the dark sides
Lassy… I will not judge you
Neither blame you
I only want to be on your side
So you will known…
Lots of people care about you
Love you… and you will open
new pages of your life
In positive rainbow
Trust and Believe God may lead
you to that rainbow path
Be strong, pray and always
In a Hand of God
I always Love you….
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If I Could Turn Back Times
 
i wish i could more wise to see the points
i wish i could think before talks
i wish i could not to arrogant to show him
and destroy them
i wish i could always trust him
instead of thinking bad and insecure
i wish i could more positive and really do it
instead of say i wish...
but it was happened...
i have to fix and struggle for that...
am i hoping so much? ?
am i still deserve him? ?
am i too pushy? ?
then i look a the star
everyone has their own hope
everyone has their own forgiveness
then i feel optimist...
i have no hope to turn back times
i will carry on this life
cheer with happiness and smile
like i always do...
forget about think too much
i should follow my hearts
i believe my heart is my hope
and my dream which i could fulfill
if i have optimist and positive in mind
time will show....
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Its About Cares
 
If u cares too much to someone
U will loose them
Coz they don't like the way u treat
Don't try to cares someone
which makes u like a little dog
always follows the master
which actually doesn't cares
and feel annoying by ur cares
Even u have genuine cares
but if u gives to the wrong ones
who has bunch of cares
and doesn't need one of ur cares
then ur cares is useless
Why don't u see around u
and u will find some kids
which really need your helps
which really need your cares
Genuine cares comes from u
would makes them feel comfort
would feels that u r the lucky ones
coz ur cares comes to the right place
and the right ones
and they will gives u truth happiness
which u never known and beyond ur thoughts
why don't u see man besides u
who always willing to gives and share
his happiness and shoulder to cry on
That's what we call genuine cares
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Life Is A Roller Coaster
 
Life is roller coaster... as people said
we have no idea that someone which is so health
at sudden got sick n dying soon
someone who is wealthy become poor at sudden.
one wisdom sentences telling that;
give as much as u could before u couldnt give at all
help as much as u could before u couldnt help no more.
smile n being kind to others before u couldnt do it no more.
give big hug to everyone needs before u couldnt hug no more
pour d empty feelings of someone before they dry n died soon
forgive what they have done but not forget as ur warning sign
hmm... still a lot actually... but it will not enough...
so for d time being i guess thats it...
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Life Is Chosen
 
Don’t follow anyone
Don’t follow the trend
Don’t follow what friends needed
Don’t follow what parents wants
But follow your heart
Follow your instinct
And use your brain as well
For the exact chosen
Be yourself
Don’t be a hero in mid day
Don’t over help and over lap
You could save anyone
But surely you should save yourself
Use your strategy and instinct
That you need to separate
Between most important, important
Less important, not important
For your life path
Be someone that proud of
Inner strength in yourself
That you could be useful person
For yourself, your family,
Your beloved, your friends
And…. Lady bug: P
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Little Bird Dancing In The Sky
 
little bird happy and dancing in the sky
she meet her sun again
even by messages which blown by the wind
he is struggling for his tasks
so he has no time to appears and always hide among clouds
he has received nest gift from little bird
and he liked them all
little bird can sing again
and fly away reach the sky
and listening news from the wind
about her sun...
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Little Bird In Longing
 
How come little bird still empty inside
Even the sky still blue
Even the sunshine bright far away from her
Even the wind blows slowly
Makes earth much cooler
Still little bird feel sad
She should counting her leaves
and makes new nests
but now she couldn’t hear news
Whispering by the wind
She couldn’t see her sunshine clearly
She only see his shadows which far far away
Fly and amuse other creatures
With your lovely song…
Her sunshine told her before continuing
His journey of brightening the earth
But little bird still feel lost…
Something missing…
n she whispering her song
slowly n slowly
hoping that everything will going nicely
n wishing everything comes peacefully
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Little Bird In Solitude
 
Little bird looking for her Sun again
Which sometimes appears n disappears
Even she knows that earth are her Sun duties
She is collecting leaves for her nest again
one by one till wrapped tidy n neat
so she could counting clearly
day by day that stop by n left her
till she found any news about her Sun
n she strength her self that she couldnt be selfish
coz her Sun duties are for all including her
time goes by slowly
n little bird sing a bit slowly
so she could not see the journey of time
circling the earth.. so she could see rainbow at the end
of the road n could climb it to her dream
n she become quiet day after day
but still expect the good comes to her
maybe... hopefully... surely...
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Little Bird Sing  (A Poem For Her Sun)
 
It’s an early gift that comes from far
little bird wish that her sun will like it even not much
she only could sent an ordinary nest following her impulse
Who knows about another time
All she know that she would do something
for today and avoid tomorrow
and the day after tomorrow
who knows about her dream
she wont hope much n.. Just Let it Flow
Only pray for her sun the best
as little bird...
n wish that star could shine
a bit longer to merrier the earth
n little bird could sing a bit longer
to accompany sun shine the earth
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Little Bird Thought 110209
 
little bird fly to the sky in her morning time
expect that she could find sun which shining the day
but there is no sun shine the earth
she return to her nest
again little bird fly to the sky in afternoon time
a bit late for bird to fly at that time
but she expect to see her moon
and would like to share her feelings
again... little bird sees none
and she return again to her nest
and thinking...
where her sun when she need it
where her moon when she wants
why they not appears at her longs time
maybe little bird need to do by her own
and conquer the day and nite by her wings
even she felt that her wings has broken
she still needs to conquer the time
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Longs For
 
A little bird flies
She is looking her sun
Who always shine to bright the world
But she couldn’t find the sign
That sun appears yesterday
She is looking here and there
Perhaps she found any small sign
Just a notify sign “hi” from the sun
But, she couldn’t find it
So, she returns to her nest in silent…
Today… she beard to her mind
She will find her sun today…
She flies again to find her sun
She is waiting and waiting...
But, the sun seems disappear
Then she recall the messages
From her sun few days ago
I want to find my new transformation
Wait for me till fifteen days later
And you will see me evolve and prevail
She barely remember the messages
She only know that when she sees
The sun shines
Her world much brighter
Much shiny, much spirits
So she returns to her nest
Put the leaves and gathering into her nest
One each day so she could remember
The time that she will meet her sun again
And she wish and pray that her sun
Really will evolve and prevail into positive
To be a better Sun she ever met before
And little bird silent and wishing in hopes
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Longs For My Sunshine 160407
 
Half of my soul gone searching yours
Somewhere out there far away
After last time when you said good bye
I found out that you are really something
I try to deleted yours from my mind
But it seems useless
I still facing your shadows
Which still dancing in my mind
The more i tried to denied
The more i tried to get rid of that
The more i trapped into the shadows it self
What should i do, i become confuse
I try not to to hold u back just like u asked
Fighting with my own deep feelings
But the more i resist
The more hurts in my mind
I am speechless
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Morning My Sun Evening My Moon
 
Morning my Sun
today it's raining and windy
but little bird still sing
even you are not there
Evening my Moon
little bird a bit tired
and need to rest
after doing some duties
but the weather also
raining and windy
at nite time
and you are not there
still little bird need to sleep
and hopes that tomorrow
will be better
and could see her Sun
in the morning time
and could see her Moon
in the evening time
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Morning My Sunshine
 
As a Star I have seen u move far away from me
Perhaps because we always move in opossite way
You are in your light side shining the day
While I am in the dark side shining the nite
 
Sometimes I feel so alone
But we have different tasks to be done
Perhaps If you could come and join my life
Pour me with your lights, so I will shine much brightly
Not only doin twinkle things
 
I guess its only my imagination 
Cause I have Moon who accompany my nite
And I dont want to see the earth becomes sorrow
And chaos, cause you change your tasks
so, perhaps we had to dropp it
and just leave it in our beautiful dream forever
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Morning My Sunshine 091106
 
morning Sunshine...
yesterday i had been waiting for u
but ur shiny is not appears
from day until nite time
i really feel sorry if i bothering u so much
couldnt help myself while seein u
i always wants to share my feelings
but yesterday.. i guess u really fed up
cause u want talk.. reply.. n just left
i think i was made u incredible Hulk
today.. i didnt see u appears..
i really miss u...
seein u appears already makes me
very happy.. so happy
i wish u appear n be normal again
i had promise that i will let u appears
n.. just seein u.. watch u shiny..
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My 2007 Review Of My Sun
 
i might not be able to see my sun in real again
because i am not wealthy enough
so last time its precious moments i have
i don't know if i could repeat it again
but i have good memories on it
and i will pray for you that you will always have great times
in your life and always pour lots happiness among friends
I know this year i have lots of doubts, but this month i have review
that someone cares for me not because of words
because of the way he treats and acts
so actually i don't need words...
because i know you always there cares, support and help me in any way
perhaps you could share your difficult parts of your life and just shares
to me even i couldn't help but to share it will be the most helpful
to release hurts inside and make and changes it into happiness
i guess that's my this year review of you
people can say anything but we have strength in heart 
that only me and you knows  what's the best for us
to makes our friendships long lasting
i learn also that you are really helpful to any friends that needs help
advice and just support a bit so they life might cheers up
now i know where am i stand my sun...
Keep your happiness around your circle
I will always support you here with my way...
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My Chimera
 
You appears not because of me
Coz u have your reason to appears
You are there not because of me
Coz u have your certain things to do
So.. never think that U are for I
Who the earth am I
Don’t be dream that one time
U comes to me n be mine
I need to jump to another dream
And got my reincarnation to do that…
If I want to have the same dream as U
But the question is? do U want to have
The same dream as I?
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My Dearest Lady Bug?
 
You are special, not one of the others
thats why i work with clients, to earn money and advertise your children
once again i tell you that if i didn't had you, i would never start all these
you are the cause, you are the power, you are the spirit of this whole thing
i will always need you she might also help a bit
but no one, even with 1000000 friends will help me more than you do
you are the heart, the power that spears me some strength to keep fighting
you are the one who started all that
you are my warrior angel and if you forget, then its my duty to remind you how
much i need you
not just survivor but a warrior angel, a fighter, a promotion lady, a mother and
best friend
a human being that helps me become the human being i want to be
my mother and father also try to help, but no one spends so much time helping
and supporting me
i will always need your help, because i am not a machine, i am a human, and i
need support, and you support me very much
you can type anything you want '2 good 2 b true'
because you rule in promotion, in testing, in everything
yeah, you also help i never doubt that and you help A LOT
you are my warrior angel, always look my back
you never stop, you should grab your goal with your hands
if they cut off your hands, you should try with your legs
if they cut your legs, you should try to bite it with your teeth
and if they cut your head.... we will meet in paradise
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My Dearly Queen
 
When I see your looks
Touch in gently my body
Hypnotize me with your brown eyes
And laugh  with your red lips
I am drawning by your smooth hair
Wave into my skin
I want to touch you, kiss you,
Whispering you with bunch of Joy
Can u see that I am devoted In Love with you
I need you beside me
Climb the mountain of Love
Reach the rainbow of Dreams
Yes my Love our dream
Together we could find
Our desire, Our happiness,
Till it melted into us
And makes circle of Love
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My Deep Expression 09.05.06
 
Hi my sunshine,
honestly, lately I feel so weak n tired following ur path
my spirits seems ripped off
and I have no idea how to put it together in one solid pieces
joining ur life is so amazing but also fully unpredictable and surprises
with various color of ur life, this seems so different with mine
i try to minimize d distance between us by learning new kind things of urs
but it seems d distance become far n far away which beyond my touch 
is it a sign for me to ending my journey
n continuing my own path into my own world
covering myself with serenity fur blanket, n return to my warm nest 
i wont blame u for what happen
i just caressing softly my heart, so its not become sorrow n pain
n I still can healing n struggle n fight facing d earth.
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My Dream Thought Of My Sunshine
 
I saw u from far and I realize you are my sunshine
You are the one that I was dream to meet in real
The one that I would like to tell how happy I am meeting you at last
The one that I would like to say Good Bye and return to my own world
Cause I know You still have long journey and fly with your strong Wings
While I only have my broken wing which in one time it will be disappear
and vanish together with my journey
At least I was proof my heart that I could notice yours
and I was thankful to know you
even we had changes the journey into other direction
You will be in my heart and never vanish it
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My Expression? ? 140506
 
hi my sunshine,
thank u for existing in my life too...
after long talk with u lately, i figure it out u r really something special
i believe i have seen u as one of my inspiration in one side of my life
truly ur unique things makes my life brighter
even sometimes overcast if u r not exist 
ur logical n simple things which is completely different with my thoughts
makes me learn that u cant adopt ur mind into others mind...
off course there will be chaos n not matching at all
u should seen others from their perspective..
hence u will found out the right and correct answer.
i guess thats what i learn about u
thank u
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My Expressions 060207
 
hi my sunshine
its my destiny to attach with u always
i couldn't turn away my head from u
and walk away from ur side
even one time i need to vanish from ur life
even i promise to my heart that i will be gone
cause i am too dearly with u
cause u always be my spirit
cause u always be my lantern in d dark
i've seen u always simple as u r
with or without ur notice
even they told me that i overreacted
even they told me i am such a foolish
even they told me i am out of my mind
even they take a pity for me
my care to u is highest than passionate
my care to u is highest than sexual lust
my care to u r based on purity
i never wants to stain this relationship
i will always seen as our rainbow path
always precious n beauty n shiny from far
just like me... who always be a STAR
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My Expressions 120107
 
hi My Sunshine...
thank u for your brightness
i sometimes has naughty in mind
but then... i blew it far away
n broom it from my mind
while i said to myself
u can do it... u can do it..
its only temporarily
at least i can handle myself
being a Lady
and not annoying u
and just seeing u blinking
and feel happy about it
as used to be
as my promised to u
but... for tears... a a a
i cant promise to u to stop
cause even me cant stop it
it drops faster than my mind
ignore me.. please ignore me..
cause i only tiny flower
in the meadow
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My Imagination Of You
 
It's Saturday morning the weather so windy and cold
Already Autumn here or perhaps comes to Winter
I sit in the park where i could watch you from far
feed those bunch of pigeons with smile in your face
i catch you with my camera, so i could memorize it well
you had no idea at all what is on my mind
cause my dreams fulfill, just to see you in real
walking together with you towards your city and enjoy the sunset
in the peak of one hill nearby your greatest ancient buildings
tomorrow i will leaving this for good
there is no pain inside, just notice that this need to be end
even we have purity friendships none more
I sing in my heart with a great lullaby that my dream could be in real
You have no idea that i was decided to go to my sanctum
Leave all behind none left turn into new life
I will discover it and will be like an angel serve the needs
despite the bad shadows in the past which i would not regret it
but guilt always falls inside...
so.. this is my last journey for freedom things
Keep to reach your dream till the peak my Sun..
Your shadow was disappear and ends your nightmare for goods
Leave you with the beautiful rainbow in your heart
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My Spring Dreams
 
When I see the blue sky with lots of clouds here and there
My feeling and mind blend which turn me into little bird and fly away
Freely in the sky and none bothering except the eagle who wants to eat me
and I turn into the star lightning with my sparkles and help kids
sleep well in their homes serene and comfort in their dreams
after that I transform myself to become Wind blow smoothly in every corner
makes the hottest place on earth turn into cold and I will turn into snow
and drops into earth and become vanish
by the sunshine who almost comes
coz spring season which comes not long enough.
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My Sunshine
 
i am glad that at last
u r realize that we always in a different path
u r shinning d earth in d morning
n as a star i follow my moon shinning d earth at nite time
but we could get along each other in our own places
sharing d moments which could be share
n still respect each others
thank u
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My Sunshine 020706
 
hi my sunshine...
i know you are still shinny in your place..
good to see you again after sometime..
dont worry... my feelings still the same
even not much saying in words...
but i guess we do understand each other
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My Sunshine 080107
 
nite... nite... my sunshine
my heart beat fast while seeing u shine again
its pour lots of happiness again into my life
waving sadness n broom it
into d corner of my heart
talking to u whispering a bit tears of joyous
n makes my heart serenity
forgive me if its ackward n weird
but...
i need to pour it in written
life is a hope...
n life is love as u ever told me
thank u for existing in my life
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My Sunshine 081106
 
Hi Sunshine... i saw u become so shiny more n more
maybe cause u already have Cloud who cares about u now
she might be d one that u really hope will accompany u
passing all ur journeys. i really am happy for that
 
But... i have something empty inside while ur gone
even u deserve it. My shiny as Star bit drops covering by Cloud
i dont blame Cloud.. cause she deserve to accompany u in ur real
place which more lighter than my place.
 
Cause my place at nite n i accompany my Moon
passing his journey............... until the end of time
while ur as Sunshine at day now accompany by Cloud
 
thats Life.... n always repeated over n over again.
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My Sunshine 280606
 
hi my sunshine...
i know u r still shinny in ur place....
good to c u again after some time...
don't worry... my feelings still d same
even not much saying in words....
but i guess we do understand each other
time can be changed.....
but not about heart....
i am still ur star......
u still my sunshine n my prince...
i will never forget...u... ever...
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My Sunshine Deep Expression  020506
 
i just want to live my life
find my special girl
do things that i like
meet my friends, finish uni
and from time to time, speak with u as well
because u r a good friend for me
i loved u… trully
but, i cant have u...
so, i must continue my life i really like u
thats all… u r precious for me
u r woman, a woman that i like so much i love u…
but my love will not become true so easily
u r far far away
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My Sunshine Thought 110209
 
This little bird is actually a little eagle.
This little eagle just has to realize how powerful it is,
and use this power to help all the other little birds.
The sun will shine eternally,
and will never stop warming the eagle's wings..
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My Sunshine Thoughts 131106
 
friends are here to support u in bad moments,
and to be happy with u in happy moments,
so i want u to tell me anything u want,
not only happy things, but sad too..
if u just want me happy, then u r not my friend.
friends are to share anything
i will be happy if u continue to be my friend
meaning, that u share with me all ur sad and happy moments
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My Thought 161208
 
I've been thinking
It's useless to say why...
Instead why just in line
And be grateful for what God gives us...
And thankful even for tiny things
Keep struggling and measuring Our limit ability,
so we still On the earth not in fantasy land
Otherwise we will hurt inside Or pain inside
coz we couldnt Reject the negative ones
If you are happy then you are healthy
And sincere is a key of happiness...
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My Thought Of Time For Myself
 
one woman said when she is single
no one has time for herself
one woman said when she has married
she can't manage for her own time
one woman said when she has a baby
she think there's no time for herself
and i've been thinking
i am grateful and thankful
that i have my own time for myself
after shares with other that loves me
and shares to dearly friend and
people circling around me
even i have no baby to love with
i still could share and spreads my love
to the needs and to my family
especially to my dearly ones
who has huge love and shared bed with me every nite
who starred at me every time and every nite...
who always support me and said its gonna be fine...
coz ur my Star and always be...
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My Thought Of Valentine Time
 
Even though Valentine is everyday in every heart
Women always wants to get special things from their Dearly
From Sweet and Caring Attention, Precious of Cares, Loves,
Respect also Small Gift
On 14th February the Legitimate Day
Just not makes the sense of Valentine disappear
by Commercial things from Shopping Mall, Advertisement on TV
but always keep Loves and Cares in your heart
So it will always remembrance
in Every Heart specially Women
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New Feelings
 
When the Love’s gone
and turn to be sweet memories
When the Hates fade away
When everything seems flat
When the Ego vanish
When I dropp everything on me
I Could see much differently
From other surface
When I look back
There’s nothing
None that I could see
Only Mist which left
Sad would not bring my old time
Time goes by and Life goes on
Just see those as memories
Don’t makes you drawn
To the good memories
Just makes quick look
Be happy and share happiness
Now, Tomorrow and Future
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On Top Of The Roof
 
I could see view of my home town
looks green since trees covering the areas
i could be aloof for a while
without interfere from someone
feel wind blows a bit heavy this time
gosh.. luckily i wear my capuchon
sees the traffic down there
hustle bustle cars pass the road
chaotic coz we still re-build
i could make a wish here
alone and dont bother by anyone
i could imagine that i could build flying fox
so i dont need to walk by stairs back n forth
Lune................
come down immediately! !
u need to works again...
ha ha ha.....
my solitary time ended
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One Feeling For Lassy
 
When love, cares, honest, sincere has no meaning at all
Heart becomes hurt, blast and tears into thousand pieces
Love turns to be hate when it comes to zero point
When examine something wrong and try to escape the posessiv love
Or even worse, using Love only for makes slavery
Sucks the positive energy body and soul till vanish
rebel inside blow out into the peak fight and struggle to find a bright sunshine
when it needs turn back and renew the feelings
the demon stand still and await till Lassy exhausted
and find no way out, tired and will return to black path
but voices of Love are too loud and deafened that Demon
beat it, let go, torture the demon and return it into Hell
bring Lassy back to the hands of God and return to the rainbow of Life
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Only A Chimera
 
little bird see her sunshine again
and she is so happy feel his brightness which warms all over the globe
little bird could sing again coz she knows that even far away
she still can feel her sunshine warms her heart even a bit, since he should
shares with others as well as his wisdom tasks
she is happy that still could hear many stories from her sunshine from his
journey
she knows that she only one tiny bird among enchanting and precious birds
who always surround her sunshine for share brightness and warm of him
little bird is something which is nothing and she realize that from the beginning
till now
that her sunshine only a chimera...
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Only For Lust
 
if we put the blame on someone we love
for denial of what we did
and try to fight for own secure
and own right caused of betrayed
which actually totally wrong
what could it be?
try to cheat our heart only for our slightly happiness
and jeopardy our home which already build
from our own flesh blood
and leave all good memories behind
only for intruder who comes as shadow
in the name of affairs...and lust
what's good on that? ?
is it worth? shouldn't we thinking thousand times
before drawn into crowded
and cannot turn back the time
what a pity....
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Poem From My Sun
 
I shall be,
the one that thy,
will give the name,
that will for ever be.
StarSmile her name will be
and will forever live.
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Sanctuary 070906
 
hi my sunshine, ...
lately i feel lonely...
even bunch of my friends say hi to me
sanctuary... sanctuary...
maybe i need that words this time 
sometimes i feel tired with no reasons...
 
but as my dearly friend
u told me...
dont ever think like that so deep...
cause u r lucky enough. 
 
I think my spirit comes again
heard u saying like that
adorable friend which always support me
even u have much much things to do.
 
still stand up no matter what u feel...
u must tough thru every conditions.
 
thank u my sunshine for all ur support
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Seeing From Other Sights
 
Star, you just wanted to see something different,
fly as a little bird for a small adventure,
and return back to your nest
a unique ones, that changed my life,
the way i see the world
you are a human, like everyone, with dissadvantages,
but also many advantages
advantages that make me a different person
and now u have to return forever cause i was gone for good
 
thx(*O)  for the inspiration
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She
 
She is excellent
She is very smart
She has talent
She is very pretty
She is romantic
She has a girl´s site
She has good taste of songs
She is enchanting
She wants to change something and struggle for it
She has someone who proud that She could be one of his friends
She pissed someone off coz of never questions by She
She is fight, even by means, for a better world
She has good heart which extremely powerful weapon
She always have wide smile
the world will have one more pretty color
many care about She
and many will be very sad if She goes away
if She doesn't understand that... then.... just disappear
people loves She
people need She
people wants She happy
friends, husband, colleagues of She
even the parking guy likes She
they want She next to them
 
so..keep smile… She
 
by the way… who is SHE? ? is She an Angel or Evil? ?
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Solitude
 
I have been fool recently
Drawn into my own world
Cries and feel pity about my
Now one by one vanish
But life still there and watching
Why should I sad upon them
While their not sad on my
My tears was dry by hurts in my
But none amuse my
Everything feel empty
Pale with lonely
And I stood still here
Hoping it’s only dream
I feel that I need to be solitary
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Thanks To The Rain
 
thank you for coming
when the land thirsty and needs you
you pour them and fresh the dusty air
you makes the land green again
you cares the seeds and makes them growth
with various color of God
thank you for coming
you fill the river with new water
you makes creatures feel more happiness
coz of your coming...
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The Greatness Heart Of Mom
 
i was cried in affection when seen u born in this world my child
i always at your side when u learned and recognized about this world
when you started to known your friends i laughed and cried by listened your
stories
i still here beside you when you fall and started a new day
as youth mom, i never angry to you for your carelessness
coz i know you had regret it and started to respect you and your life
when you hurt by your soul mate i cried in emotion...
my soul hurts in deeply wounded but still accept for what was your decision
my child.. at this rug i prayer for you my child, what is the best for you
and what is the best that God could give to you
my prayer never ending for you my child... till my body covering with shroud...
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The Power Of Smile
 
you are beautiful in any picture and any look
and the most impressive... is your smile!
really... one can show a nice smile in one picture,
but ALL your pictures show a nice smile.
this does make a difference, doesn't it?
 
maybe... or maybe you just communicate with your smile
something good and friendly that is in you
 
hi dear, take care and... keep smiling.
only the ones who have suffered really know
how life can be beautiful.
a song say: whenever i see your smiling face,
I have to smile myself...
 
this is the power of smile
 
i always smile and fight for life...
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The Thought
 
when you cares to someone deeply
you never count what you ever give and share
you never see them negative and always think positive
you will cares to them and always wants them happy
even sometimes should sacrifice yourself
but you will think its worth for them and you
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Ultimamente Mi Manca Il Mio Miglior Amico, È Così
Lontano
 
i will miss again n again my best friend
he will return to his hometown as usual 
uhmm... i always wants to speak to him as longest as i could
but i don't think it will be.. not for this time
it seems he is much busy then before
much friends than before
seems that now i only time to time friend for him
he might wants to changed his life
not always talking to me day by day
the duration of talk also become smaller n smallest
n yes... he also should spare lots of time for his soul mate as well 
seems ur so far...
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Waiting For Godot
 
maybe i am expecting too much..
maybe i am the ones who anxious to have that dream
i forget you have your own life
virtual friends are good... but, they are just virtual
no need to implement into the real ones..
just put it as they are belongs
some things are not possible as we wish they would be...
things... if it can not be, don't force...
things should happen naturally...
maybe u could not saying it to me...
cause it will makes me sad and you never wants me sad ever...
i just realize i am the only one who really eager wants to see u
too stupid to notice that if there's only one who has the dream
then it just like u claps one hand in the air...
maybe i should not hold you and let u free...
maybe i should not have that dream from the beginning
maybe....
.....
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What I Missed
 
smile in your face who seen me appears in real
warm hug which welcome me aboard
hands who help me climb through the hill
an attitude who control not to do an advantage
hands who tickling me and tease me lots
voice who said “SAD” coz you don’t like it
humble which introduce me to your world
spirits which shown me for not give up
big hug when the ending comes
friendships who always cares for everyone
which you call “friend”
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When Awareness Comes
 
When this disease comes
Everyone seems more cares
Everyone seems just aware
That I am not as perfect as they thought
That I am only an ordinary ones
That I need my own space
Which everyone does
That none could force me
To do the things they want
without knowing my feeling
and try to place in my shoes
now I have those serene
but… should it get coz of the disease?
and not when i am healthy?
Or its only a begin of new perspective
So they could see me in clear way now
Anyway… I am a bit release and serene
Hope the understanding not only in a while
Hopefully… I pray much more for my serene
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When God Knocking My Head
 
in the past I always complain about my life
and my sunshine sometimes anger
coz I feel that I hate myself and always think
that it will be better for me to live shorter
and I ask and pray to God every time
coz seems everything so nice and I don't like it.
 
When I feel happy to reach my dreams
I bargain to God that I will concern about my life
and not complain so much and much more
cares about other people instead of thinking
how to live shorter in this life
 
When the problems comes to me
again I complain about my life
why everyone seems think I always happy and never sad
and they think that I could hold the problems more than them
 
I ask and pray to God that I could live shorter
and leave all kind things in this world
 
when the real problems comes to me from God by give me this disease
I am surprised and reviewed again, is God really accept and release my prayer
by given this disease?
or this is the other path of trial that I have to get through while I live in this
world?
then I stop complained and facing with confuse
although I have confidence in mind
 
which I need to choose?
is the option are Just give up and let disease vanish me
or other options that I must struggling and fight
that I still could live for given huge Love to people
which circling around me
which concern and always love no matter who I am
and accept me as I am
coz I believe that I could still survive?
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When Saturation Comes
 
i want to walk alone at my favorite place
lately i need new things coz everything seems so bored
and i need new energy to handle all regular things
i wish i could do something quite different
to go to some place which provide extreme sports
maybe boungee jumping could help me to forget in a while
i just need new atmosphere and forgot all hectic and freeze them
in some times till i am fresh again
and ready to face and fight life as always  
wish i wish and wish...
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When U Missed Ur Little Star
 
When u missed little star which only blinking in the sky
As a dash of hope but only a hope
Such a dream which only dream and only real in a fairy tales
Try to look around and see many blinking stars
Which need your sprinkle of cares and loves
A sprinkle of your cares could be bless more for them
Even u think that u only a dash among zillion sands in the sea side
Even u think that u r not worth for your sun
Even u think that dash of sand could be vanish at once
Still when u are there, sprinkle ur cares n loves to them
And continue your journey into another path…
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Where The Little Bird Fly?
 
Where the little bird fly?
she will fly to fulfill her dreams
she will fly following the rainbow path
she will fly to her zero point
she will fly freely to reach her dream
she is now count the days
when her freedom comes
and when finish... she may return to her nest
and cheers the world with her sings
as always....
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Why Cant Peace Comes To Gaza
 
why cant peace comes to Gaza
always war and war that's what i heard
why people cant side by side and live peacefully
even with various characters
hand in hand makes harmony
why they blind themselves by killing innocent people
especially the innocent children
why they have no hearts while doing that
only in the name of fighting and war
and in the name of their own dignity
why? why?
why cant people think logically and always
in the name of peace on earth
bring peace on earth especially Gaza
why? why?
God.. please help us and open their eyes
don't they want peace and harmony?
or they already becomes demon slaves
in all their life.... only U who knows it
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Why...
 
Why u choose her
If only as beating object
Why u choose her
If punch her when you are mad
Why you choose her
If she only become your demon victim
Don’t your mom teach you
How to respect to woman
Such as she loves and cares to you
In your childhood
How to treat her precious
Than makes her as not valuable
If you couldn’t appreciate women
Don’t try to be near her
Play on her, beat her till she die
You should learn how to be a good guy
Before you choose one of them
Coz women is precious
In any kind…
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Wisdom Words From Omorfe 130606
 
i already be the one of the happiest persons in the world
i thank God for what i have
i dont need something else :)
i admire things
it is a dream for me to have that things
but if u have it, then it becomes reality, and it loses its value
the goal is to be happy with what u have
always try for something more
but be happy live ur life
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Wisdom Words From Omorfe 160606
 
when u r sad
when u r not happy
when something bad happened to u
think of those people that never had a place to call home
think of those people who were fighting in wars
think of people that only dream of that what u have everyday
and when u r happy
think of those people
and try to spare them something that u have, and they may need
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You Are The Star Of My Life
 
You will always be my star
the star of my life
a special part of me
a person that i will always have in my heart,
even if i lose you one day
even if i find another soul mate
even if i have children
you will always be a part of me
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